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By Dolores Wood
Electro';llagnetic. waves from flu,orescent lights in
the ea~t sJde of Zimmerman Library are preventing
operation of the new 3-M Book-Detection Syste~
said University Architect VanDorn Hooker.
'

. Alice Cl~rk, assistant dean of reader services at the
librarY., said the waves not only prevent the bookd7tectJOn ~y~tem from working, but they make all
h1ghly sens1t1ve electronic equipment inoperable.

. Th~ system, which is made by the Scotch Company
IS designed to stop book thefts. A magnetic field. i~
cre~ted around each book. This field causes an alarm
to n?g when .someone attempts to take a book out of
the h~rary Without checking the book out. Once the
book IS checked out, the magnetic field is deactivated
Electromagnetic waves are caused by fluctuations i~
tflhe strengt~ of magnetic and electric fields of
uorescent hghts.

"We .had hoped to get a computerized-circulation
system m here someday," she said. "But we've been
told that unless this problem is corrected, a computer
would be useless."

While the standard fluorescent light operates on a
60-cycle current, those in the 1964 addition to Zimm~rm~,n operate on a 3,000-cycle current, Hooker
s~1d. The people .from General Electric (GE) convmced whoever decided on the lights, that the 3 000c~cle cnrr:nt was better because it gives. o'ff a
fliCker less light," he said.
The. waves from a 60-cycle fluorescent light are not
strong enough to interfere with the operation of the
book-detection system, he said. But waves from the
3,000-.cycle light are strong enough to render the
detection system useless.
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"We found out from the company that they've
gone as far as they can to solve the problem and are
unable to do so," he said. "Now we're going to GE to
see what they can do to change the lights."
Hooker said the solutions being investigated involve
whe~~er changing the ballasts, which are the current
sta~~hzers, or getting new 60-cycle lights. He is
wa_1tmg for a response from GE. The University will
we1gh.t the costs of either of the measures against the
benef1ts of the detection system to decide what action
to take, he said.
"If the University decides not to keep the detection
system, the Scotch Company has agreed to refund II
our money,'' he said.
a
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City Bikeways Possible
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Hooker said no one had suspected the lights would
cau.
le. "It took the Scotch people three weeks
to ra~e the in_terference to the lights," he said.

Must Establish Need

By Dick Kimball
If Albuquerque can demonstrate
a need for bikeways, the federal
government may possibly help fund
a major bike trail projected to run
along the north water-diversion
channel.
Sharla Vandeve11der, of the
Albuquerque Bikeways Committee,
·said approximately $200,000 of
Federal Highways Administration
(FHW A) funds ·would be available
for the project. A part of the
Southwest-regional area is ex,pected
to receive the funding as a pilot
study for bikeways. New Mexico
has a good chance to be picked if it
can establish a need, said Vandevender.
The project is expected to be a
lllajor artery for bicycle commuters
living north of the campus. The
trail will begin in the Sandia High
area and follow the water-diversion
channel to the campus ending near
Stanford NE. The route will be
paved and wide enough for bikes to
pass safely in opposite directions.
Motorized traffic such as
motorcycles will be prohibited from
using the trail. Gates will be installed at entrances which will
admit only bicycles, Vandevender
said.
The major expense of the project
will be the construction of a tunnel
·
under lnterstate-40.
Another bike trail, currently
under construction, runs along 1-40
between Los Altos Park and the
Western Skies Motel. It is approximately two miles long and will
eventually connect with a bike lane
along a frontage road through the
canyon to Tijeras where it will turn
north along NM-14.
"It will be possible," Vandevender said, "to leave a car at
Los Altos Park and bicycle to
Sandia Crest."

Vandevender pointed out that , other hand, are generally much
there are three designations for the cleaner because traffic tends to
types of bikeways in the keep the roads clear.
'The Albuquerque Bikeways
Albuquerque area: trails, routes
and lanes.
Committee has been working with
A bicycle trail is a self-contained the city to have streets with bicycle
paved bike path which is located lanes swept more frequently, but
not much progress has been made.
away from motorized traftic.
Bicycle routes and lanes make use The city says that frequent
of city streets and are designated by sweepings are not justified because
signs. The bicycle lanes, in addition not enough bicyclists are making
to the signs, are marked by a use of the lanes.
One of the consequences of
painted stripe along the side of the
riding
a bike in the city is the
roadway. Some bicycle lanes in use
at the "present time are along Rio difficulty of crossing an intersection on a green light. The
Grande Boulevard and Moon NE.
One of the major drawbacks to sensors imbedded in the pavement
the use of the bicycle lanes, ac- which activate the traffic lights in
cording to Vandevender, is the response to an automobile's weight
problem of keeping them free of do not work with bicycles. To
debris. The bike routes, on the
(Continued on page. 5)

Computers ·Add
Modern Twist
To UNM Dating
By D. M • .Flynn
With hopes to match some 2000
- UNM students, Interpersonal
Research Inc., of Indiana is
operating a computer-dating service
on campus.

Co-sponsored by the Associated
Students of UNM (ASUNM) and
Delta Sigma· Pi (professional
business fraternity), the computerdating service will be available to
UNM students, faculty and staff.
The application delves into various
aspects of personality preferences.
Questions range from pot and drugconsuming habits, religion, sports
and activities to attitudes on
homosexuality and politics.
The program originally started at
Indiana University under the
auspices of Steve Danzig. Danzig, a
23-year-old ex-student body
president and senior at Indiana,
said the program has met with
success in campuses around the
Midwest and East Coast. "At
Indiana," said Danzig, "we expected about 700-800 people in our
first year (1974) but we got 4500
over a two-week period." Danzig
said that last year there were 6500
applicants out of 30,000 students,
or OTif!·fourth of the unmarried
students.
The matches take about three
weeks to process and cost $3.50.
The money is used to defray the
, cost of advertising and to pay for a
dance sponso;ed by Delta Sigma Pi.
Danzig's travel expenses and in~
come are also included in the fee.
The dance will be free only to the
computer match applicants.
When asked if the service would
be a success at UNM, Danzig
replied that it would since "all large
state universities are the same." Dr.
Sio Ravecd, assistant professor in
the business school and advisor for
the dating service, also <tgreed that
the program would meet with
success. "If I didn't think it would
go over well," Raveed said, "I
wouldn't advise them to go through
with it." Raveed is also an alumnus
of Indiana.
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Danzig said that the program is
not designed for the lonely
divorcee, nor should people expect
to find Mr. or Ms. Right. "The
whole thing is a .lark," Danzig said.
"We want people to sign up for the
intrigue or whatever their motives
may be."
Applications are available in
today's LOBO. The deadline to
have the applications postmarked is
Friday, Sept. 17.

Bizarre Sex
-Increases
On Campus
The UNM campus has been hit
during the last two weeks by a rash
of incidents involving what the
police call "bizarre sexual
behavior."
Pat Caristo of the UNM police
said there have been 10 reported
incidents of aggressive male
behavior toward females since Aug.
27. These incidents range from
indecent exposure to physical
advances.
Caristo stressed the attacks were
of the grab and run type rather than
any serious physical assault. She
said ·women who are approached
should remain calm and in control
and that any such advances should
be reported to the campus police.
She said most of the incidents
have occurred in the daytime· at
several areas around campus. Four
incidents occurred in or around
Johnson Gym, three in the area of
the dorms and one each at the SUB,
Mesa Vista Hall and Bandelier.
Caristo said these types of occurrences are unusual at UNM but
that a rash of similar incidents ha!i
been going on throughout
Albuquerque over the same time
period.
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Beirut Battles Continue

& By Larry Schmidt & Glenn Hudak
•

LEliA NON - Fighting in Beirut
.8 and in the mountains increased
.::1 during the past week. All efforts to
;;., bring peace seem to have failed. A
-'@ leftist newspaper reported both
Cl Moslem and Christian militias had

8
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thrown "more sophisticated and

';< more deadly" weapons into the
" fight.
""'
Palestinians
charged
.-=;
~ Wednesday that Israeli forces had
Z" occupied five villages in south
• Lebanon. Phalangist chief Pierre
N
"' Gemayel said that he felt only Syria
-gjl could impose peace, if not through
11< talks, then by force.
MOSCOW _ Moscow Wednesday criticized the Moslem and
Palestinian leftists for the first time
in a major-policy statement calling
· d-_no I'1t1ca
· 1so 1ut10n.
·
for a n. egotiate
SOUTH AFRICA- Despite all
threats and shootings, unrest
worsened during the past week.
Over 300 have been 'killed since
June. Heavily armed police are
shooting and killing near Cape
Town, while homes came under
attack for the first time, Prime
Minister John Vosler said he would
talk to urban Black leaders about
jobs and wages, but not about a
one-man, one-vote system for his

DAR ES SALAAM ~ Black
African presidents from Tanzania,
Zambia, Mozambique, Angola and
Botswana met to discuss the
problems of southern Africa,
especially the guerilla wars in
Rhodesia and and Namibia. The

condition. It is believed .that the
UNIT A forces through ·guerrilla
actions have been responsible and
that the now-ruling MPLA·has not
been able to halt the attacks.
TAIWAN
Edward
Schumacher reported that U.S.

meeting ended with a call for
"further intensification of the
armed struggle in Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia)."
WASHINGTON - Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger will fly to
Africa today in an attempt to help
solve racial problems there. He will
begin his trip in Tanzania.
KUWAIT - Sheik Sabah al· d'1sso1ve d
Sa 1em, ru Ier o f K.uwa1t,
" accep t ed" th e
.
P ar I1ament,
·
·
f
res1gnatwn o th e ca b'met, an d
1 d res t nc
· t'1ons on the press at
Pace
the beginning of this month. The
leftist newspapers AI Talia, AI
Hadaf and A 1 Watan were
suspended. Cairo reported that the
Skeik managed in this way to avoid
a coup supported by Palestinians
from Libya who wanted to change
Kuwait into a "new Lebanon."
ANGOLA _ Johll Borrell in
Lasaka reported 1'n the ,."
""aJlchester
Gtlardl'an rr'
weekly tl1at the Benguela
Railway, which links Zambia and
zaire with the Angolan port of

intelligence reports during the last
six months indicate that Taiwan has
been secretly reprocessing spent
.
uranium fuel, an operation
that can
produce atomic weapons.
CHINA The death of
Chairman Mao T se-tung create d
the problem of succession.
Professor Exra Vogel, director of
Harvard's East-Asian Research
Cen t er, pu t th e problem·succ1'nctly·.
"When 1't comes down to
knowledge about top leadersh1'p 1'n
Peking, we are all very ignorant."
Concerning leadership, Mao said,
"Learn to 'play the piano.' In
playing the piano, all10 fingers are
in motion; it won't do to move
some fingers only and not others.
But if all 10 fingers press down at
once, there is no melody. To
produce good music 10 fingers must
move rhythmically and in coord1.11at1'on. A party comm1'ttee should
keep a f.irm grasp on its central task
and at the same tiine, around the
central task, it should unfold the

By United Pross International

Cop Killed in Argentina
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina-Terrorists believed to be left-wing
guerrillas killed a high-ranking federal police officer Sunday as he
stepped. outside his Buenos Aires home, security sources said.
The sources said Carlos Maria Baldovinos, ·chief inspector for
federal police in Bahia Blanca, 425 miles southwest of Buenos Aires.
was
tion.gunned down outside his home in the capital's Vill.a Urquiza sec-

rr· ·
·
f
f'
ere was no o 1c1a1 con Irmatwn o the assassination, which
brought to 870 the number of persons killed this year in Argentina's
political violence.
Th

Canadian Cabinet in Crisis
OTTAWA-Mitchell Sharp, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's most
senior minister, announced his resignation from the government Sunday and touched off speculation that a ma]'or cabinet shuffle within
theSh
troubled
6 Liberal Party could take place as early as Monday.
arp, 5-year-old Privy Council president, announced his departure through intermediary Jerry Yanover. He said the minister emphasized. he was not leaving for "reasons of policy disagreement."
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OXFORD, Ohio-A flaming dessert took a bite out of its would-be
eater Thursday in the restaurant at the Heuston Woods State Park
Lodge.
p 1'
'd h d
o 1ce sa1 t e essert, whipped into an inferno by the air cond't'
b
1 1oner, urned th e restaurant ta bl e an d I'IC ked at t he start1ed d'mer.
p o 1'1ce wou ld not re1ease the gourmet's name, but said he had been
released after treatment at a local hospital for second-degree burns
about the head and ears.

~.~~~!.~inal Culture Introduced to Albuquerque

~
"My God, did you see that guy's exhibit, itself, will remain at the Yunupingu, with deceptive ease,
art
of
boomerang
throwing
and
widely grinning Aborigine then~
eyes? I thought sure he was going to Museum of Albuquerque through c~eates a striking air of realism in makes it look easy.
proceeded
to lead the 20 American "'
throw that spear right through Oct. 10, but after Sept. 19, the four Ins dances. Some of the dances are
~o~ngstcrs
around as they tried to ~·
me!"
.
men plan to leave for San Francisco the moon-fish dance, the emu
The
highlight
of
last
Sunday's
Imitate
the
emu
bird's strul.
o
This was the reaction of one· for a three-day stay before dance, the moniing-star dance and
After the performance, Dixon
n.ervous bystander to a realistically retu.r~ing. to Australia. The art the dance of the hunter searching performance was an emu dance in
which Yunupingu invited the expressed the hope that this would ::::
fierce spear dance performed last exh1b1t will tour various cities in the for honey.
youngsters in the audience to join be the first of many annual ·;:.
Sunday_ by ~obert Yunupingu. United States during the next 18
Stan Roach is the other member him. About 20 children of various cultural-exchange type programs o
Yunupmgu IS one of four months.
of this team of Australian goodwill ages participated. To the delight of bet ween the A.ustralian Aboriginals .8"
Australian Aboriginal men who are
During
the
performance,
Chicka
ambassadors.
He demonstrates the the spectators, the painted and and the lndmns of the United Cll
here ~n Albuquerque .to promote the
.
States,
.g
Dixon
does
the
announcing
and
openmg of a special Aboriginal art
exhibit which is Australia's chats between dances to give the
bicentennial gift to the people of dancer and the didgeridoo player a
chance to catch their breath. A
the United States.
"The Art of the Prist didgeridoo is a wind instrument
Australians" was sent to this which is made either from bamboo
country under the sponsorship of or from the branch of a tree. After
0'\
the Aboriginal Art Board of the the tree branch is cut to the proper
length,
it
is
hollowed
out
by
terAustralian Council. The exhibit
mites.
The Bernalillo County Hospital mil levy, to be
includes more than 200 items
own. This money i~ used mainly for the patients
voted
on N_ov. 2, has been changed to include not only
peculiar to Australian Aboriginal
Wandjuk Marika plays the
unable
to afford paymg for medical care at BCMC or
life and culture.
didgeridoo. He holds it with one the Bernalillo County Medical Center (BCMC) b t
th;,Mental Health Center, Hawk said.
To open the exhibit in this hand and keeps rhythm for the also the Bernalillo County Mental Health Center ' u
Before the Ment~l Health Center opened in 1967,
Instead of listing 4.5 mils to be approved-for BCMC
country, four Aborigines were dancer on a pair of clap-sticks with
mental-health m-pat1ents were sent to IJCMC (which
chosen to accompany the "show to the other hand. The low, drone-like by voters as _was done previously, the new levy will ask
was then. the.. Bernalillo County Indian Hospital),"
it~ first s~op, Albuquerque. They moan of the instrument lends a th~t four m1ls be approved for BCMC and one-half
H~wk smd. When the Mental Health Center was
Will contmue to perform ritual haunting and mysterious quality to m1l be appr?ved for the Mental Health Center. Each
bt:1lt, federal funds were involved so none of the counproposal. w11l b~ voted on separately, said Robert
dances, sl)ow traditional fire- the ritual dances.
ty s funds were transferred."
H~~k, VIce pre.sident of the Bernalillo County Commaking methods and throw
As federal support decreased, Bernalillo County
miSSIOner's Office.
boomerangs in front of the
Robert Yunupingu is the dancer
!1as had to increase its support, he added. ''Until now
'I_'he lev~ is voted on every eight years by those
Museum of Albuquerque each of the group. During the latter part
1t has spent as much as $460 000 on it "
'
reg1stered
m Bernalillo County. lf the entire levy is apSaturday and Sunday from 3 o.m. of the program, he joins Marika for
'::~e
~.ounty.
is"
basically
respo;Jsible
for
bNh
to 4 p.m. until Sept. 19, At the art a duet ori their didgeridoos. proved, Bernalillo County property owners will be
fac1hlles, he sa1d. If we didn't change the levy now
taxed 4.5 cents for every dollar's worth of land they
we would have to wait eight more years for a base sup:
port for the Mental Health Center."

it

New County Hospital Mil Levy I
Includes Mental Health Center ~

c_o=u~n=tr~Y=·=-~==~~=-=-------~L=o~b~i~to~,-=is-=st~il~l~n~o~t_l~·n~o~p=er~a=ti~ng:~w~o~rk~in~o~t~he~r~fi~le~ld~s~..~..~·~·--------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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GET YOUR SCISSORS OUT!
Watch this page each Monday

I

has it allFood & Dessert

I

•

for MONEY SAVING COUPONS!

---------------------~~ru
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EHERA
STORE
111 Harvard SE

University Dairy Queen

f¥k~

Die66eubacl•ia

17hofi

4 For $1.00

3424 Central S:E.
266-9296

ONL V WITH THIS COUPON
EXPIRES SEPT.19, 1976

The Closest Flower and Plant store to UNM.

Hamburgers, French Fries and Medium Drink

1916 Central S.E.

Dairy Queen Br~zier

(Dumb Cane)

I~lowcr
3424 (~cnta·al S.I~.

266-92!)6
Good Tllrota~l• Sc1•i. 18

FREE
SMALL COKE

8
EVIS 2oFF
witb ibis COIIIJOII

Bettina and Cot•thu•oy

Free Coffee During Breakfast

Bells--Big Bells--Straigltt Legs

Directly Across From Yale Park

With Any Purchase
at THE POSH
With any purchase During month of September

2216 Central SE-265-5986

The Import Experts

Featuring Quality Food
and Speedy Service
8516 CentrallnmWyomingl255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

Featuring Quality and Food Speedy Service
8516 Central (Near Wyoming) 255-6130
Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash

The Rain Tunnel
Car Wash

SOeOFF

A.ny Wash and/or Wax With 'Ijhis Coupon

5101 Lomas NE

Expires September 19

5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E

SS.!)!)

Now
$3.99
Fa-icndly
Sbo1•

H:~rrv·s H:~nlbtJro;e

Buy One Giant Hamburger
Get One Free With This Ad

Ue~.

Nice
.
~S IZC

0

GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE

Tune-Up & Brake Specialists
• Fuel Injection Service
• Free Written Estimates
• One Day Service

Datsun·Mazda·Toyota-Volvo· Volkswagen

268-5169

"In by 8 out by 5"

Open 7:30~5:30

7522 Central SE
4 blocks E. of Louisiana
EASY BUS ACCESS

3

Hot Dogs For Only

MIXORMATCH

Good

nly At

4201 Central Ave., NE

..•
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No Persons Arrested for Burglary

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

~

Editorial

0

.c

By Joe Donnelly
the district attorney's office it is
No persons have been arrested in possible that an indictment may
the $6342 cash theft from the result if the grand jury finds there is
chemistry department safe but enough evidence to make a case.
information from the c~mpus
police investigation has been turned
Price said he expects the district
over to the Bernalillo County attorney's office to make its
District Attorney's Office.
decision early in the week.
Jess Price, director of the UNM
-UNM Inspector Bob Raymond
Public Information Office, said and Detective Bob Lovato were in
since information has been given to charge of the investigation,

0
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Support Bike Trails

8

There is a possibility that the federal government may provide
~ funds for a major bicycle trail in Albuquerque. The trail would
:>: probably go from Sandi;J High School along a water diversion
channel to UNM's north campus.
There has been a lot of talk in Albuquerque about the desirability
"' of bike trails, routes and lanes.
Bike trails are independent of roadways, paved and are large
enough for two bicycles to ride abreast. Bike routes are designated
by signs posted along city streets which are supposed to remind
motor vehicles that bicycles are equally allowed on the roadway.
Bicycle lanes are on the side of the roadway, separated from motor
vehicles by a white line.
There are several problems with both the bike routes and lanes.
Motor vehicles, even on a bike-route roadway, are still inconsiderate of the bikers. The bike lanes separate the bike from the
mainstream of traffic, but these lanes are often clogged with
parked cars and miscellaneous litter.
The bike trail is by far the best roadway for bicycle riders.
However, it is reported that one problem with the bike trails is
keeping them free from debris. The city does not feel that (for the
present amount of bike-trail traffic) the use of street cleaning
equipment is justified.
This becomes a vicious circle because if there were enough bike
trails conveniently located and adequately maintained, bike traffic
would undoubtedly increase; but until there is an increase, the city
does not see the need.
The bike trail from Sandia High School to the north campus
would be a very welcome addition for University bikers.
We urge the University community to support this possible bike
trail. The Albuquerque Bikeway Committee (ABC), an all-volunteer
organization, is working on this and other bicycle needs for the
community. We urge students, faculty and others who are interested in bike traffic to contact Sharla Vandevender of the ABC
at 766-7867 to offer support, suggestions and volunteer work.
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Bike Registration
Efforts Continue

Bill Is More Than Just Withholding

Walters Gets Bench

Les Marshall, Debbie Bennett,
Tom Williams and George
Coston co-authored Senate Bill
9. The ·other senators in attendance obviously agree with a
policy of financial responsibility
or they would not have passed
this legislation by acclamation.

Giblin said that 10 bicycle thefts have been reported so far this semester.
He said that thieves seem to pick on out-of-the-way bike racks and that no
bikes have been stolen from the guarded bike area behind Carlisle Gym.

I'

I contend that it takes a fair

and responsible press to present
a fair and responsible picture of
student government. Friday's
issue ranks you four A's in halftruths, faulty facts and irresponsibility.
David I. Rupp
Senator, ASUNM

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
5.4M!JAS YO/!, I
r3!Jt:S5-BRJ!iFIM3 a/HAT
CAR:riiR, HElPINe a/A51T
HIM CRANK lJP FOR /./K/5?
llfe Bte oeBI/JES1
I
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Letters to the ed1tor ...

dividuals with their postsecondary educational planning
so we appreciate the news
media letting students know
about the Center's services.
The news article lists the address of the Center and of the
Albuquerque
Chapter
of
LULAC as being at 525 San
Pedro
NE.
The
LULAC

rout/.. see.

I llf!NK YOIJ'/..1.FINfJ ITliN EXPERIeNCe /JNUK/31/NY
YOU've eVeR. HAO I
\

IWY71P5?

I

YMH,a/ATCH

otiTfi::'R 71113

KI/J tU17H 7H8
CO!N-CHANeeR.
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Editorial

Board

Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Daily lobo

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone num·
ber and address of a group member.
Opinions ...
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinio"ns may
be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
Opinions should include address and phone number.
Both letters to the editor and opinions are subject to editing
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
the LOBO newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall.
Managing Editor
Teresa Coin

i\lews Ed.itor
Joseph Donnelly

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

retll'Ct the views of the staff.

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

Sports Editor
Tirn Gallagher

I

BOOTS

(
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25%

Educational Service Center islocated at 510 Second NW,
Suite 209. There are five LULAC
Chapters in Albuquerque. None
of them are located at the
LU LAC Educational Service
Center. The local center is actually a branch of the National
LULAC Educational Service
Centers located in Washington,
DC. The Centers have a
National Board of Directors that
set the policy for the operation
of the Centers.
Elfego G. B<!ca., Jr.
Director
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Faculty
Senate
To Meet

"unwieldy

si.ze,"''

said Marshall

t"'

0'

shop

Copy Editors
Karen Moses
Ken Walston

2120 Central S.E.
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243-6954

0

Blood
Plasma

(/)
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~
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(1)

Donor Center

Sam to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Help Create an
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Ideal Society
be the

~
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One in O?e. Hundred~

l
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Attention
Candidacy Applications for the '76-77 President and Chairperson of the Graduate Student
Association will be accepted from Sept. 7-15
in Room 248. SUB. All graduate students are
eligible for these positions.

"BEEF RUSTLERS"
"Greatest
Steal in
History."

FOR KID8Salad
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Earn $15.00 a week tlJCl
DoQate Twice W eeklj q

The chemistry department had
accumulated the money during the
first week of the semester by selling
breakage r.ards to students so they
would not have to wait in lines at
the cashier windows in Scholes
Hall.

Boy Burger"
Fries and

Advertising Manager
·Harry Chapman

...

~~

Chemistry department Chairman
Guido Daub said he had not heard
of any final results of the investigation or that it had been
turned over to the district attorney,

Nason, chairman of the Ad Hoc
IContinu<.'d rrom p.1got'-1J
of the Faculty Senate.
Committee
Department at 766-7867.
"Because
of
its size it was too
alleviate this problem, specific
The Albuquerque Bikeways
intersections supporting a bikeway Committee is an all-volunteer cumbersome to work with. It
have pushbutton activators located organization which meets once a wasn't a representative body
at curbside specifically for bicyclists month to discuss bicycling anymore," he said.
to use.
problems and solutions. There are
nine
positions on the committee
Senate members were elected to
The Albuquerque Bikeway
which
represent
different
area
of
represent the schools, colleges and
Committee is a permanent
organization dedicated to the the city. At the present time there is general libraries of the University
development of a complete and a need for volunteers to represent by faculty members of those
satisfactory bikeway system in the University area and the departments.
Albuquerque. The committee downtown/Old Town area.
welcomes
responses
and Anyone interested in helping can
call Thorn pson at the City Planning
suggestions in regard to the bicycle Department.
traffic problem in the city. Anyone
Vandevender said "there is a lot
wishing to contact the bikeways of work to be done with the
committee may call Rosemary committee such as one would find
Thompson at the City Planning in any governmental load."

Staff. All other columns, cartoons
and l(!tters represent the Opmion
Jf tho author and do not necessarily

Cox would not say if there were
any suspects. "It's kind of a touchy
situation," he said.

The safe had $6342 in cash and
$2000 in checks, but only th~_ cash
was stolen. Daub said money is no
longer kept in the building.

:::

Do You Need
Cash?

I

Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the edit!lr, in
person.

,,

Election of various members of a
Giblin said he hoped that there would be another guarded bike area in
the future, possibly at Mesa Vista Hall.
Steering Committee, nominations
of officers and discussion of Senate
Giblin said he hoped that all bicycle owners would make an effort to get Committee matters are on the
their bikes registered. "The only way we're going to prevent crime is agenda for the organizational
through student involvement.'' he said.
meeting of the recently formed
Giblin said that in 1975 there were 161 reported bicycle thefts on campus Faculty Senate scheduled for
and he estimated that the actual number of bicycles stolen was double the Tuesday, Sept. 14, in the Kiva.
number of those reported.
The Faculty Policy Committee
was replaced last semester with the
election of faculty members to the
Faculty Senate because of its

... Bikevvays

LULAC Ed. Center
Is on Second Street

Editor:
Currently only organizations
Thank you; D.M. Flynn, for
required by law to place money the article you wrote on the
requests on the budget and LU LAC National Educational
several others are considered. Service Centers for the Sept. 2,
This results in many important 1976 issue of the New Mexico
organizations having to fight for Daily LOBO. Center personnel
the scraps.
are always ready to help in-

Berry Cox, dir~ctor of the UNM
Police and Parking Services, said
the University would release some
irlformation pertaining to the case
on Tuesday.

~

University policy states that
departments are to turn into the
cashiers all cash receipts at least
Campus police said they estimate once a week or whenever the
the theft occurred between 5 p.m. amount reaches $100.
Aug. 25 and 8 a.m. Aug. 26.
Daub said that things were in
Cox said a key was used to enter such a turmoil the first week that AI
the office where the safe is. Cox Schnoebelen (the person in charge
By Stephen Smith
The UNM police are continuing their efforts to register bicycles on said the thief or thieves made it of selling chemistry department
campus and will be at the main entrance of Zimmerman Library today look as if the door had been breakage cards) never got over to
from noon to 4:30p.m.
"jimmied:" Daub said the safe had the cashier's office.
been pried open with a two-by-four
Exact times and locations for registration throughout the rest of the and a crowbar.
·
"He just felt the money would be
week should be available on a daily basis from the campus police.
safe here but it wasn't," Daub said.
"I don't know who would have
.Paul Giblin and Robert Van Reeth, who are in charge of the registration,
known there was that much money
sa1~ that the I?rogram has been well received with almost 1000 bikes being
in the safe," he said.
registered durmg the last two weeks. However, they said that this was Jess
than 50 per cent of the bicycles on campus.

u•m•nmumu•nurmrnm•unrnrnrrnn••••mnnunnmn•m••mm• Le'tters ••••••uir•rum••n••••••••n•n•nnu•••••••m•~tn•nm•••u••nn•nu•rnu

Editor:
This provision in Senate Bill 9
Your front page story on insures that all groups needing
Friday, Sept. 10, 1976 con- funding will be considered
cerning Senate passage of three before, not after, the money is
financial bills is one of the worst spent.
pieces of journalism I have ever
seen.
The $10,000 to be held in the
general fund will provide
Senate Bill 9, which passed protection from debt, insure a
by acclamation, has provisions source of funds for new
that are much more important organizations and allow Senate
than the withholding of $10,000. the option of considering worThe intent of this bill is to make thwhile requests.
the allocation of ASUNM funds
With regards to the editorial
more equitable. Paragraph A of
The County Commission selected Mary Walters to fill the unex- this bill requires that all in the same issue I have not only
pired term of Scott Mabry, a probate.judge.
organizations
currently spoken of financial responWalters, a lawyer, was appointed by Gov. Bruce King to serve as receiving ASUNM funds, either sibility, but together with Sens.
a district judge in 1971-72. She ran for that bench at the end of her by budget or allocation, must
appointed term but was defeated in the election.
present a request for such funds
She was believed by many to have been a good judge and there to the Senate during budget
was some disappointment when she did not win the election.
hearings in the spring. This will
We congratulate the County Commission for choosing an ex- give the Senate a more comperienced and able judge for the op'ening in the probate judge plete picture of the need for
position.
ASUNM funds.

~~~~~==~~~

Chern Theft Info Given to D.A.
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Ground Beef Dinner

Special

99¢

BIG

BOY
FAMILY RESTAURANT
Offer expires 9/26/76

French Fries
·Onion Rings
Toasted French Bread
Crisp Lettuce Salad

Application

ASONM
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Use ball point pen. No pencils or felt pens please.
Now let's find where your
special interests are.

Tlie. following statements are intended for matching attitudes and values. Please enter
the number closest to your reaction.

@)leaves me cold/not interested
no experience but interested
familiar with it and interested
much into it

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
3 Neutral
4 Agree
5 Strongly Agree

ITJ

m
rn

Sponsored by Associated Students University of New Mexico
and ~Ita Sigma Pi

Scuba Diving
Bicycling
Swimming
Bowling
Pool/Billiards
Tennis
Spectator Sports
Snow Skiing
Water Skiing
Sailing
Basketball

Most computer date match services are for losers. You've heard the pitch - ''lonely, divorced, widowed." Who would sign up for
a date match like that?
This computer date match is for everybody- jocks, jerks, junkies, jesus freaks; spare changers, tire changers; modern artists, con
artists; smokers, takers; rah-rah's, rednecks; oversexed, undersexed; AM listerners, FM listeners; TV watchers, bird watchers; fence
sitters, baby sitters; penny pinchers, penny pitchers; tacos, matzoh balls; anarchists, reactionaires; hippies, narcs; Campus Police;
Greeks, dormies, townies; boozers, teetotalers; easy on the onions, heavy on the ketchup- even you: Mr. and Ms. NMU Public.
Our computer can quickly search through thousands and find those special types with whom you are most likely to
communicate and enjoy dates. There is no easy way we can predict you'll have a dreamdate. But even if your matches don't have
that "special pazazz", the sharing of many interests, attitudes and values will open a channel for a rewarding friendship. And if
you're going with someone already, the computer date match is a good way to see if you're really compatible.
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS

BOAR

Tired of dating

a bore?

Horseback Riding
Ice Skating
Golf
Pinball
Travel
Country-Western Music
Folk Music

First, answer the questions below as honestly as possible. Mail the form to us with your check or money order for $3.50 or
$2.75 for those mailed in groups of six or more. The deadline for applications is Friday, September 17, 1!;176.
Our computer ~ill compare your responses with those of all others and report the closest matches. Along with each match's first
name and phone number, you receive from the computer three separate scores of similar interests; attitudes and values; and
appearances and background. You make the final decision on what's more important. You will receive between three and fifteen
matches. If the computer can't find at least three we will refund your money.
All information on your application will be held 'in strict confidence. Only your first name and telephone number will be
released to others. The data you supply will be used only for matching you with a compatible date. No data will be sold or in any
way released to another group. Anyone getting your name will also be on your list so you may be certain that those who call and
identify themselves really are computer date matches.
To participate in the ASUNM Computer Date Match:
• You must be at least eighteen years old and single
• You'must be a registered student, faculty or staff member at the University of New Mexico
• You must not annoy any of your matches should they decline to get acquainted
Send completed form and a money order or check made out to
UNM Computer Date MCttch
the Delta Sigma Pi for $3.50 ($2.75 if 6 or more forms are
Delta Sigma Pi
endosed in the same envelope) to:
P.O. Box 13207

~
0

Albuquerque, NM 87112

Use ball point pen. No pencils or felt pens please.

It is important for you to place an answer in each appropriate box. Items with a • MUST be answered. Think
carefully. The following, items will eliminate from your prospective matches those persons whom you would not
consider dating.
+I am:.1-male. 2-female.
and Winches.
+My height is:iMy match must be no more than:l- ~ inches shorter or
inches taller than I am.
• My age is.!- p.. years.
My match must be no more than:P. ~ years younger or
years older than I am.
+I drink:IMy match must drink no more than:I1-never.
My match must drink at least: f..
2-sometimes in a group or rarely.
+I smoke:I3-occasionally.
My match must smoke no more than: I4-often.
• I might smoke pot:IMy match must smoke pot no more than:
• My attitude on drugs is: 1 never take drugs. 2 open mind on soft drugs.
My match's attitude on drugs must be no more liberal than:- 3-open mind on hard drugs.
+I am: 1 undergraduate. 2 graduate/professional.
My match must NOT be (if it matters):'- n.3-facultv/staff.

!1:

Let the computer
fix you up

My match must
My match's race must

My match's religion must
My match must

•I am: I- 1'-American. 2-foreigner. .
NOT be (if it matters):
+My race is: 1-Biack. 2 Caucasian. 3 Oriental. 4 Am. Indian.
NOT be (if it matters): ULLLJ5-Latino. 6-Arab. 7-lndia Indian.
+My religion is: 1-no religion. 2-Catholic. 3 Protestant. 4 Jewish.
L. 5-Christian. 6-Greek Orthodox. 7-Moslem.
NOT be (if it matters):' c::r::JCL:[ITIB-Unitarian. 9-0uaker.
. .
+I am:l- 1- ~fraternity/sorority member.
NOT be (1f 1t matters): 2 - mdependent.

:!i
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0
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If we missed any, yoo may
write in special interests which
you are much into (please print):
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•• groups
of6
or •ore.

Most of my friends regard me as a sensitive person.
I feel I am ready to settle down and get married.
I usually put things away when I finish using them.
A person can be very moral without being religious.
I would prefer to have a well-maintained old house rather than a new house.
Marijuana should be legalized.
Movies deal too explicitly with sex today.
I might marry after I knew my partner for only a short time if I knew I was in love.
The great majority of our elected officials are really quite honest.
Two single people who are only strongly physically attracted to each other should have
intercourse as often as they like.
When you fall head-over-heels·in-love it's sure to be the real thing.
One isn"t really a well rounded person until one has sexual relations with several people.
I find myself reluctant to make close friends with someone of another race.
I could not condone the killing of another human being, even in war.
I read the newspaper's editorial page frequently.
I believe in a Supreme Being who controls our destiny.
I belong to many clubs and organizations.
I am punctual and rarely miss an appointment.
A couple should live together for a while before getting married.
If a member of my family wanted to marry someone of another race, I would try to talk
him or her out of it.
I might quit a higher-paying job to work at something personally rewarding.
Sex education should not be taught in the public schools.
I would be reluctant to become friends with a homosexual of my own sex.
I find myself frequently afraid to accept new challenges.
There are probably only a few people that I could really fall in love with.
I am proud of my body and I love to show it off.
I attend religious services regularly and I would prefer a date who does also.
I would vote for a woman as President of the U.S. if she were qualified.
I am affectionate and usually don't hesitate to express my feelings.
If my country were in danger of being overcome by a foreign enemy, I would not risk
my life to help save it.
I am willing to sacrifice much of my social life in order to achieve my academic goals.
Love is best described as an exciting thing rather than a calm, peaceful thing.
I would like to have a large family.
I feel ill at ease when someone tells a dirty joke in mixed company.
When I hear a good joke, I usually remember it and relate it to my friends.
I easily get angry.
Each person should pay their own way on a date.
I definitly plan to go to graduate school.
I believe that if I were wealthy, most of my problems would take care of themselves.
I would probably cheat on an exam if my degree were in jeopardy and if there were
little chance of getting caught.
I am going to college because my parents urged me.
I often like to spend some time by myself.
Working wives are deserting their families for a career.
I usually try to make detailed plans for tomorrow's activities.
I believe in a God who answers my prayers.
I would rather do things with others than by myself.
Parents have a responsibility to provide religious training for their children.
I would have premarital intercourse with someone I loved very much.
I am more a listener and follower than a leader.
If my child, brother, or sister were charged with a serious crime, I would lie under oath
to protect him or her.
I feel ill at ease when a friend tells me his or her problems.
I get a special delight from playing harmless practical jokes on friends .
The more in love one becomes, the more jealous one becomes.
I like most pets.

Q)

c.
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• Name: last,
first for
mailing label:
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+My hair color is mostly (_enter two if mix_ed):~
l-Biack. 2-Brown. 3-Bionde. 4-Red.
I prefer match's hair (ranked favonte to least favorite): [IJ:]
+My hair length is: !-shorter than average. 2-average.
.
I prefer my match's hair length to be:P. 3-longer than average. 4-much longer than average.
111 clean shaven face. 2 moustache.
+(men) I have:
1 13 side burns. 4-beard.
(women) I prefer:
+(women) I wear make-up:f- !-never/little. 2 special occasions.
(men) I prefer matches who wear make-up: 3-reg~u;::la:,:r~IY!:·:_--......,,----.==-----...,--•1 spend approximately:prndollars per year for clothes
·
• My weight is:DIJ,1p~o~u!!.n~d~s.:....-:--:::-:-.:-:---:--;--;;--:-----;c;----------.'"'T"'h,-e"h7ig-:-h-e-st"le_v_e;-lo-f77fo-r"'"m:..:.a~l-e:..:.d;;-u"'c""a'="tic'"o'"'n !-grade school. 2-high school. 3-two year college.
completed by my father or mother was:a4-four year college. 5-graduate/prof.essional.
My family's annual income range is: 1-less than $8,000. 2-$8,000 $15,000.
3-$15,000-$35,000. 4-more than $35,000.
+I grew up mostly in a:Q 1-rural/small town. 2-medium sized city.
I prefer m•r match to be fromQ3-Iarger cit'{, 4··-~a(ge metropolis.

Classical Music
Opera
Group Singing
0 Play a Musical Instrument
0 Dancing at Dances
0 Attending Plays
0 Reading, No!l·Fiction
0 Reading, Fiction
Poetry
Science Fiction
Photography
Painting and Drawing
Arts and Crafts
Play Production and Acting
Folk Dancing
Bridge
Backgammon
Chess
Political Campaigning
Student Activism
Religious Activities
Transcendental Meditation
Yoga
Astrology
Health Foods
Vegetarianism

§

Q)

The following items will be used to select matches on the basis of background and appearances.

~a::k Music

Save 75c
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Include dorm room/apt. no.

Include dorm name.

+Your first name or nickname unique to your phone
number (only this name as listed here and your
phone number will appear on e.ach match"s report):
+Local phone {if you have none (
list a number where you can
ba reached):

)

+ENTER ADDRESS CODE: [ [ ]
11. Alvarado
12. Coronado

13. De Vargas
14. Hokona
15. Laguna
16. Onate
17. Santa Ana
18, FraternitY

19. Sorority
20. Other, 87131
21. Other. give zip:

I I I II I

READ CAREFULLY- THIS PARAGRAPH IS A RELEASE OF ASUNM AND INTERPERSONAL RESEARCH FROM ANY LIABILITY ARISING FROM
PERSONAL INJURIES AND PROPERTY DAMAGES WHICH YOU MAY SUSTAIN IN CONNECTION WITH THIS CONTRACT. THIS MUST BE SIGNED
BEFORE WE WILL PROCESS YOUR FORM.
In Consideration of Associated Student University of New Mexico (ASUNM). Delta Sigma Pi (Ll!II) and ln;erpersonal Research's comparing my responses on
their form to those responses of all others and reporting the closest matches as set down in the above contract, I hereby release ASUNM, ~nand Interpersonal
Research, their agents# officers, servants, and employees of and from any and all liability, claims, demands, actions and causes of action whatsoevef, arising out
of or related to any loss, damage or injury, including death, that may be sustained by myself or my prqperty and that sub~equently accrue to me by reasons
growing out of or in anywise connection with, directly or indirectly, services rendered by ASUNM, .61::11 and Interpersonal Research under this contract. This
release shall-be binding upon my distributees, heirs, neKt of kin, executors and administrators.
In signing the foregomg rejease, I hereby acknowledge and represent: (a) That f have read the foregoing release, understand it, and sign it voluntarily; (b) That
1 am at least 18 years of age and of sound mind; {c) That I am a student, faculty or staff member at the University of New Mexico and the ASUNM has my
permission to verify this fact through UniversitY records.

+DATE

lC..----------

+SIGNED:

(C) 197~ Interpersonal Research, Inc.
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The Hewlett-Packard first fa •tnlyof calculators
are in a class by themselves..

00
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Hewlett-Packard built the world's first
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972.
And led the way ever since.
Today, Hewlett-Packard calculators arc
recognized as The First Family by more
th<1n one million owners worldwide. Including Nobel Prize winners, USA-USSR
astronauts, explorers, educators, scientists,
businessmen, and students. Here's why:

First family design.
Hewlett-Packard was first-and continues to le<1d -·in the tnmslation of stateof-the-art technology into advanced
calculators.

First family performance.
Hewlett-Packard means the kind of
performance that includes RPN logic with
four-memory stack, a full range of advanced
functions, and much, much more.

addition, a complete selection of optional
accessories increases the versatility of the
calculator of your choice. Hewlett-Pacbrd
offers more because Hewlett-Packard's got
more to offer.

First family support.
Every calculator comes with its own
comprehensive Owner's Handbook. In

"What To Look For Before You Buy
An Advanced Calculator" helps you make
a wise purchasing decision. Pick up your
free copy ar your campus bookstore. Or
telephone 800-538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) roll-free for rhe name of
your nearest dealer.

The HP-22 easily handles the kinds of c~lculations
you face in business courses today, in mansgement
tomorrow. Breeze through business math calculations.
Build existing statistical d3ta into reliable forecasts. If
you're going into business administration, this is the
calculator for you.
• Combines financial, mathematical and statistical
capabilities.
• Performs complex time-value-of-money computations
·
including interest rates.
• Performs rates of return and discounted cash flows
for investment analysis.
• Performs extended percent calculations, accumulated.
interestl amortization~ etc.
• Ten addressable memories.
• Full decimal display control.

TEST DATE

TEST

GSA Poetry
i.
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Dental Admission
Testing Program

Dental Hygiene Aptitude
Testing Program

October 9, 1976
January 8, 1977
April30, 1977

--...,

September 13, 1976
December 13, 1976
April 4,1977

-

w
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November 13,1976
January 15, 1977
April16, 1977

October 8,1976
December 10, 1976
March 11, 1977

October 30, 1976
January 29, 1977
March 26, 1977
July9,1977

October 8,1976
January 7, 1977
March 4, 1977
June17,1977

Graduate Management
Admission Test

..,...cr'

October 16,1976
December 11,1976
January 8,1977
Feb. 26,1977 (apt. only)
April23, 1977
June 11,1977

September 20, 1976
November 10,1976
December 7,1976
January 26, 1977
March 23, 1977
May 11,1977

Graduate School Foreign
Language Test

October 9,1976
February 5, 1977
April9, 1977
June 25, 1977

September 8,1976
January 5,1977
March 9, 1977
May 25,1977

Law School
Admission Test

October 9, 1976

September 9,1976

December 4,1976
February 5, 1977
April16, 1977
July 23, 1977

November 8,1976
January 6,1977
March 17, 1977
June 23,1977

Note: LSATapplications must be postmarked no later
than the closing !kte listed above.

Pcw!Q Gunn Allen
Southwest, but only as it touches
those who dwell there in what one
reviewer calls the "labyrinth of
love.'' And it is here she finds
"touches of the mysterious, pure
lyricism ... "
The reading is free and the public
is invited.

Thoughts & Film

Ann Hetshey

The HP-27 is for the science or engineering studentwhose course work extends into business administration.
The reason: It features every pre-programmed scientific
function we've ever offered, plus comprehensive stat
and financial functions. Thus the name: Scientific/Plus.
• 28 pre-programmed exponential, log and trig functions,
I 5 statistical functions, 10 financial functions- 53 in all.
• 10 addressable memories-20 memories in aiL
• 6 selective clearing options gives flexible use of memories.
• Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering display formats.

Ann Hershey, 1976 American Film Festival finalist, will speak in
Woodward Hall at the University of New Mexico Thursday, Sept. 16, at 8
p.m. as part of the ASUNM Speakers Committee Series.
As part of her presentation, Hershey will include the film "Never Give
Up-Imogen Cunningham." The 3D-minute film is based on the life of the
93-year-old photographer whose career in photography spans nearly twothirds the lifetime of photography itself.
Ellen Stern of New York Magazjne writes, "This film introduces both
the woman and the photographer. It opens with a scene that may distress a
few viewers but it is a key to understanding something important about
Imogen Cunningham-namely her sense of humor."
The film opens with Imogen sitting in a cemetery wearing a black funeral
dress. She admits she really doesn't expect to live another !00 years but
says if she were to do so, she'd find an easier way to make a living, perhaps
in television advertising. She then proceeds to give a commercial for
cemeteries, burial plots and advance preparations.
Stern continues, "Cunningham discusses her career and her remarks are
illustrated by photographs of her and many examples of her work. The.
chance to see such a broad selection of her photographs is alone enough to
recommend the film to anyone interested in photography as an art."
Hershey was born in Dennison, Texas in 1938. She received an ~n
dergraduate degree in Fine Arts at Arlington State College and also studied
at the Art Students League and the San Francisco Art Institute.
She has also participated in the Midwest Film Conference, Chicago,
and the U.S.A. Film Festival, Dallas. Hershey has lectured at colleges and
universities throughout the West coast and has made several television

HEWLETT~ PACKARD
Sales nnd ser\ 1cc: from 17Z (tf(Jccs m6$ t:ounmc.<.
Dept 658H, 19310 Pruncndgc Avenue, Cupertino, CA 9SOI4
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CLOSING DATE
FOR REGIS.

Medical College
Admission Test

October 2, 1976

September 3, 1976

Note: MCATapplications must be postmarked no later
than the closing date listed above.

Miller Analogies Test

Call Testing Division (277-5345) for
MAT testing appointment)

National Teacher
Examination

February 19,1977*
July 16, 1977
*indicates with listening tests

HP-27 Scientific/Plus. $200.00"'

HOLMAN SJ INC.

Pnuln Gunn Allen
The ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series
will present Paula Gunn Allen
reading her poetry In the Anderson
Room of Zimmerman Library on
Wednesday, Sept. 15 at 8:00 p.m.
on the UNM campus.
Allen was born in New Mexico
and is a member of Laguna Pueblo.
She holds a Ph.D. from UNM and
a MFA from the U. of Oregon.
Recently, she has been chairperson
of Native American Studies at San
Francisco State.
Her work has been widely
published, including in such areamagazines as New A merica and La
Conjluencia, as well as in anthologies such as 4 Indian Poets
and Voicesfrom Wah'kau;tah. She
is an author of a book The Blind
Lion and a forthcoming book
Shadow Country.
Allen's poems speak to the

The HP-25C is our keystroke programmable.lt can
solve automatically the repetitive problems every
science and engineering student faces. What's more,
Continuous Memory lets you retain programs and data
even when it's turned off.
• Continuous memory capability.
• 7Z built-in functions and operations.
• Keystroke programmability.
• Branching, conditional test and full editing capability.
• Eight addressable memories.
• We also offer the HP-25, (without the Continuous
Memory femure) for $145.00:•

,·
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'Note: GRE applications m1tst be postmarked no later
than the closing date listed above.

HP-25C Scientific Program•
mabie with Continuous
Memory. $200.00'~
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$165.00'~
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Graduate Record
Examinations

HP-22 Business Management.

1
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Note: GMATapplications must be.in ETS ofice by the
closing date listed above.

The HP-21 makes short work of the technical
calculations even so-called "non-technical" courses require.
If you need a calculator that does more than simple
arithmetic-this is it-especially at its new low price.
• 32 built-in functions and operations.
• Performs all standard log and trig functions (in radians
or degrees f.
• Performs rectangula1/polar conversion, register
arithmetic and more.
• Addressable memory.
• Two display modes: Fixed point and scientific.

~su~gcstcd rct,l•l pntC'. excludm,~: ;~ppltc;~h!c ~tate and local ra>:c~
Conttheht<~ll' S AIJ>b .tnd Ha1\an

~

.

The Testing Division, as a special service, publishes this calendar showing test dates
and registration deadlines which may be of interest to UNM students. This calendar
will be published at the beginning of fall and spring semesters. We suggest that yo1~
clip and save this calendar for future reference.

HP-21 Scientific.
New low price-$80.00"'

..•

~

1

Free booklet while
supplies last.

First family reliability.
When you buy a Hewlett-Packard
calculator you get one year's protection on
parts and labor. And a two working-day
turn-around on most repairs.

Chica':o poets. and ~riters from the Southwest will conduct wqrkshops
and public rreadmgs this fall as part of the series "Sol y Sangre-Expresion
Chicana'' sponsored by the UNM English department.
Rudolfo Anaya, assistant professor of English at UNM, said "There is
a very active Chicano literary movement in this country and the~e is a need
to di~seminate the works of poets and writers to the public. There is also a
growmg student body seriously interested in studying Chicano literature.
All poetry workshops and readings will be free and the public is invited.''
The series will open Sept. 15-17 with Jose Armas of Albuquerque, editor
of the "De Colo res Journal," Javier Pacheco of California and Angela De
.· ! Ho:,:os of Texas.
The three poets will conduct the first workshop Sept. 15 at 1:30 p.m. in
the theatre section of the Humanities Building. On Sept. 16 at 12:30 p.m.
in Room 115 of Mitchell Hall they wfll conduct their first readings for the
Chicano Poetry class. Students will be asked to read their own works on
Sept. 17 at 10 a.m. in the lounge of the Chicano Studies Center. That same
evening at 7:30 there will be a public reading in the Kiva.
Funds for the series are provided by the Greater UNM Fund. Similar
sessions will also be held in October and November.
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Student Testing Service
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The Testing Division of UNM announces its regular .. ,
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Store Hours, M-F, 8-5:30
Sat., 8:30-4:30

401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
Phone (505)-265-7981

appearances in Boston, San Francisco, and Dallas.

.

..

Occupational Therapists
Registra. Exam

Inquire at Testing Division.

Optometry College
Admission Test

November 6,1976
January 15,1977
March 19, 1977

October 16,1976
December 18, 1976
February 26, 1977

Pharmacy College
Admission Test

November 13, 1976
February 12,1977

October 23, 1976
January 22, 1977

Note: Application and fee must be received by the
Psychological Corporation by the closina date
listed above.
•

UPTB "88th hour test"

.November 6,1976
Note: Students should contact their college office for
Registrastion/Admission tickets after October 1,
and before November 1, 1976.

I

I

Veterinary Aptitude Test

Write Psychological Corporation,
P .0. Box 4388, Grand Central Station,
New York, N.Y.10017 if UNM desired as
test center. Next test date is October 2,
1976.

Information regarding applications, fees, walk-in registration, procedures and other
testing programs is available from the Testing Division, Room 2, University College
Bldg. (277-5345). This office is open from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Monday through Friday

11------------------------------------...a
Rodney W. Young, Director

-

Ann Smith, Psychometrist IH
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VIP Press Box Opens To Public
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Jones' Passing Is Offensive Bright Spot
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What if they opened a press box to the public and
nobody came?
The Unil ersity's $1.8 million VIP press box on top
of University Stadium was opened to the public Sunday in an informal open house and almost nobody
came.
The press box looked like an abandoned white
elephant-pretty, but sparsely populated.
The few curious in attendance peered at the murals
of football players on the walls, checked to sec if the
water fountains worked (they did) and ran on the new
turf generally making spectacles of themselves.
There arc three levels to the addition, two of seats
and one reserved for 240 members of the press.
Nobl1dy seems to know how many of the scats havr

Thunderbirds WhipWolfpups 29-Bl

been sold or if the bonds supposed to pay for the construction of the structure have even been sold yet. But
it looks nice.

;:;·

Looming high over the surrounding flatland of the
athletic complex, the highest level can be seen from as
far away as University and Central.
Athletic Director Lavon McDonald was the only
local athletic celebrity present. No TV cameras, no
other press members, just a lot of curious onlookers
gaping at something they didn't really understand the
reasoning behind.
If all the seats sell, then McDonald promises the
box will be a "lifesaver" for University athletics. If
they don't, it could prove to be quite an anchor.
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Four Frosh Make X-Country Team
By Peter Madrid
UNM's cross-country team was selected Saturday afternoon at
Netherwood Park as the four freshmen princes of Loboland sparkled like
the gems in the king' s crown.
The 1976 Lobo-distance team will be made up of five freshmen and two
seniors. The two seniors, Leone! Ortega and Tom Snowden, will be first
and seventh respectively. The freshmen will occupy slots two through six.
At Saturday's time trials, David Segura set a grueling pace that was
sustained by o~ly he and Rodney Lane. Mark Romero crossed the tape
more than a mmute after Lane to become the fourth rookie on the squad.
The dream of running varsity cross-country came true for a determined
Manny Bautista as the number six man. Snowden, a half-miler for
Hackett's track team, completed the seven-man lineup. The number one

BUV1
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Mesa had 383 yards total offense
for the night compared to only 187
yards for the Wolfpups. The New
Mexico ground game was only able
to gain 43 yards for the night. The
major offensive weapon for the
Wolfpups was a Jones to Wyrick
pass. Jones had a good night
passing as he completed 9 of 15 for
136 yards. Wyrick caught 7 of these
.

· Daily lobo

and two slots are filled by Ortega and freshman great from Canada, Peter
Butler.
Lane was in the lead a good part of the race until Segura made his move
and led the rest of the way. Coming down the final straight of the park
Segura broke into a semi-sprint and realizing his victory, hurdled a trash
can on the grass.
In a post-race interview, Segura said he ran the race as if it were
"another workout."
Bautista, overjoyed with making the team, said he hopes he can get some
type of scholarship.
Bautista said, "I was only able to train for one month so I did not know
how well I would do. I had to spend money out of my own pocket to come
up and talk to the coaches. I hope making the team will pay off."
Rom~ro _said he needs_ to set a base for himself because being an 880
runner 111 h1gh school, he IS not used to the long distances.
"The key to a cross-~ountry team," Lane said, "is to be able to run
together and score. That IS the way UTEP wins."
~bout 14 runners s_howed up Saturday for the team-time trials. They ran
16 times around the hilly park. The total distance covered was 5.95 miles.

FREE

GREAT
EVERYTHING!!!
PRICES, HOURS
&SERVICE
Come on up to the great or
ASUNM Duplicating c;enter

AGORA will be holding

From 7-9 Monday-Friday:
I

an orientation tneetiug

Bonnie Ros.e

for new volunteers.

I

I

COMPLETE FILM &
PHOTO SERVICE

Tncs., Sctlt.l.4 at 7:30PM
In Edneation Roo:m 104 ·
AU,

IS1'Im.I~S1'1m AIU~ Wm.nun~
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GREATXEROXING STILL ONLY 5¢
All Kinds Of Mimeo & Ditto Work
& OUR GREAT NEW ADDITION:

1,

I

Hours range from 9:30-4:30, Mon-Fri
2nd floor SUB eBy Casa Del Sol
So Come On Up Or Call For Help

277-5528
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The UNM defense played well
giving up yardage but stopping
many scoring attempts by Mesa.
Saturday night marked the first
time the new press box was used.
The freshman football team's
next game is on Sept. 18, when the
Wolfpups take on Arizona's Jayvee
at I :30 p.m. in University Stadium.

NATIONALLY KNOWN
SPEED READING
COURSE TO BE
TAUGHT HERE
IN ALBUQUERQUE

· ·
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passes for 117 yards. West led the
UNM rushers with 47 yard,s.

.

t

By Gino Brazil
It was a long ride home for the UNM women's volleyball team after
opening the season with three tough losses in the NMSU Invitational.
UNM lost to Texas Tech. 15-5, 15-6; Eastern New Mexico 15-12, 15-12;
and UTEP 15-6, 15-8.
Coach Kathy Marpe said the girls were a little off on jumping and timing
of spikes. She said "The girls were somewhat confused, but it is only the
beginning of the season, and we have only practiced for a week and a
half."
Marpe said the Lobos' best games came against NMSU, who placed
second in the tourney. A tough Texas Tech. squad took the tournament.
Marpe said, "We're going to win a lot of games as the season
progresses-all it takes is a little time and experience for only having a
week and a half of practice, the girls showed a lot of promise.

SUB TheGtre
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The Wolfpups scored again less
than a minute later when Mesa
quarterback Baggs went back to
pass and slipped and fell in the end
zone for a safety.
At the start of the fourth quarter
Mesa drove 83 yards in 13 plays, all
but one of them a run, with Still
scoring from one yard out.

Spikers Lose Three

....

10:30o.m- 2:30pm
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when Craig Richardson took a
pitch-out and went around right
end five yards to score. Richardson
was the spearhead of the Thunderbird ground game as he ran wide
on the Wolfpups all night and
picked-up 91 yards in 15 carries.
Richardson also almost broke away
on several punt returns.
In the third quarter the Wolfpups
got their offense into gear and
drove 81 yards in 12 plays to score.
Jones scored on a 1-yard quarterback sneak for the Wolfpups.
UNM picked up five first downs in
the drive. The Wolfpups moved
down the field on the passing of
Jones to Dave Wyrick and the
Photo by Wandell T. Hunt
running of West and Jones. The The UNM freshman football team opened its season with a something tess than specextra point was no good when tacular foss to Mesa Community Coffege.
Jones' pass fell incomplete.

. . ··Sports
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This Is War

marx Brothers

!

By David Belling
Strong defense and a ball-control
offense led the Mesa Community
College Thunderbirds to a 29-8
victory over the UNM freshman
football team in University Stadium
Saturday night.
In the first half Mesa jumped out
to a 15-0 lead. The UNM offense
was to make only one first down in
the half wben Clarence Jones
completed a 32 yard look-in pass to
Dave Wyrick on the second play of
the game.
The first time the Thunderbirds
had the ball they had a 26-yard
drive stopped when a fake field goal
attempt was stopped for an eightyard loss. Next time, the Wolfpup
defense stopped an eight-play drive
when Bill Todd's 37-yard field goal
attempt was wide to the left.
Mesa scored its first touchdown
on a 9-yard run by ,Duncan Still.
Mike Baggs ran the conversion over
for two points when a bad snap
forced the run.
In the second quarter the
Wolfpups got the ball at their oneyard line after Todd punted the ball
out-of-bounds there. On the first
play Dave Moreland was tackled in
the end zone for a safety. After
receiving the safety kick Mesa
drove down and scored on a 35yard Todd field goal. Mesa's last
two points in the quarter came
when Greg West caught a Mesa
punt in the end zone, brought it out
and then went back in the end zone
and downed it for a safety.
In the third quarter, Mesa scored

ALBUQUERQUE
(Spec.) United
States Reading Lab will offer a 4 week
course in speed reading to a limited number
of qualified people in the Albuquerque area.
This recently developed method of
instruction is the most innovative and
effective program available in the United
States
Not only does this famous course reduce
your time in the classroom to just one class
·per week for 4 short weeks but it also
includes an advanced speed reading course
on cassette tape so that you can continue to
improve for the rest of Y,our life. In just 4
weeks the average student should be
reading 4-5 times faster. In a few months
some students are reading 20-30 times
faster attaining speeds that approach 6000
words per minute. In rare instances speeds
of up to 13,000 wpm have been documented.
Our average graduate should read 7-10
times faster upon completion of the. course
with
marked
improvement
in
comprehension and concentration.
For those who would like additional
information, a series of free, one hour,
orientation lectures have been scheduled.
At these free lectures the course will be
explained in complete detail, ,including
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule· ·and a. special ·1. ·&ime only
introductory tuition that is less than onethird the cost of similar courses. You must
attend any of the meetings for information
about the Albuquerque classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
accompanied by a parent if possible).
,•,
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If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too time consuming ... now you can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more.

If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are a
business person who wants to stay abreast
of today's everchanging accelerating world
then this course is an absolute necessity.
These special one-hour lectures will be
held at the following times and places.

Thursday,Sept.16-Room 250C
Friday, Sept. 17-Room 250C
Saturday, Sept. 18-250C
Monday, Sept. 20-250C
Tuesday, Sept. 21-250C
Wednesday, Sept.
Friday, Sept.24-250C
Saturday, Sept. 25-250C
The Meetings will be at
6:30PM & again at 8:30PM
On weekdays and at 1:30PM
Saturdays.
They will be held in the
UNM student union Building.
If you are a

businessman, student,
housewife or executive this course, which
took 5 years of intensive research to
develop, is a mu&t. You can read 7-10 times
faster, comprehend more, concentrate
better, and remember longer. Students are
offered an additional discount. This course
can be taught to industry or civic groups at
"Group rates" upon request. Be sure to
attend whichever free orientation that fits
best in your schedule.
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!lARRY'S ELP.CTRONIC RP.PAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 26S.J)JJ5. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo, ampli·
tiers, aulo radios. Install burglar alarms. 10% dis·
count for studcuts with I D. Quic~ service. Used
TVs for sale, 9/28

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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24·HOUR DRUG STORE-Community Drug. 5100
Indian School Rd., Nil. Dennis S. Pena, RPh
(UNM 57) owner. 9/13

Rateo; 16 cent& per word per day, oae doUar
mlnimuw, ."dvertJsemenlfl run five or mor.,_

PANASON!CQ-PLEX W·turntablc 8·track AM·FM
without speakers $225.00. Sounds real good, 268·
0981. 9/15

--·-·-
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~.o~S.2~:~n..__~~~~----------.---·-- ~-

WHAT IS PI Kappa Alpha'/ It's a n;ttlonul social
fr~ternity with groups on 170 college camptJ>es
with over 108,000 members and it's orguni1ing
now ut New Mexico. It Is meeting people and making
friends. We'd like to meet you, 242·0051, !801
Sigma Chi Road. 9/16

1974 VEGA WAGON, 4·spccd, good coudition.
Must selL $1 ,450,00/offcr. 256·7828. 9/17
.,..,._ , .. ,. _____
-----·---MOTHER TRUCKERS STUDENT moving and
BACKPACKERS: TillS WlillK our largest col·
hauling, dependable, reliable, Call mom at 299·
lection to date of <11pple leather packs. Some with
1501 cveuings. 9/13
. sheepskin. Pile shoulder straps now at Leather·
..
--back Turtle Ltd. 107 Romero in Old Town just
TUTORING AVAILABLE FOR minority students
north of Central, 9/21
In Nursing for: Blo. I 23, Bio. 237, Dlo. 239, Chcm.
-~-------------14l,Chcm. 281,Math 102.Call277-2507. 9/15
FOR SALE: 1965 Grand Prix good condition 881----9/14
6097.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE, 292·1285.
9114
1974 CAPRI V·6, cxccllcnl condition 16,000,
MASSAGE :S~sio~~5t-Jo-60 m'i ~: $3,000. Call 268-7481. Larry. 9/21
Utes. For more information or appointment call
CYCLISTS, HIKERS: WE have the best leather
Chris Ditamorc 242-7613. Donation. 9/17
packs in the country, constructed from the strong·
est of leather, built to last. Come in and check them
ASTROLOGY CLASSES: BASIC course Includes
out, Lcathcrbnck Turtle Ltd, 107 Romero in Old
chart calculation and interpretations. Call Bill Nolan.
268.0247' 91 15
T~~n i;tsl n.~th ot:_Cc~ai:__?I21_ _ _ ~---FOR SALE: STOVE gas white $100.00 washer
TAKE HOME THE world's finest coffee, Hippo
frigidaire $300.00. Call Mantii 268·2555 evenings or
lee Cream has the tastiest blends always fresh. 120
weekends. 9/14
Harvard Dr. S.E. 9/17

THfi PlANETS ARfi buck at Ncd'.s El Portal, 4200
Central SE. 9/15

EXI'ERIENCEP TYPIST MANUSCRIPTS,
resumes, legal & Medical. 266-4770. 9/17

-~---

Marron llall rootn 131 or by tnall Ln;
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N ,M. 87131
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TRAVEL

·---~~--- -~-

1968 PONTIAC GTO, AC, AT, PS, radials, good
condition, mechanically excellent. S900.00. 266-

-·~-----

eonsecu"ve dayuwitb noehanges, nine een ..
lo per word por day Ino relunds If cancelled
bolore five Insertion•'· Claoulfled ad·
verlluotnonls tnuot be paid In advance,

7.

~

RiDES! RIDES! RIDES!
303-449-6670, 10/5

---·.

Ridelinc 265-9860 or

---DENVER-FRANKFURT, DECEMBER 20$399.00. Los Angelc>·llonolulu, weckly-$199.00;
you must book 65 days in advance. lmercontincntal
Travel Ccnlre, 107 Girard Blvd. SE. 255-6830.
Hurry! 9/14
~---------··-----

--------

·=-~-------.--~~---~--

THE BEST PRICHD lunch in town: foot-long hot
dog;, 35¢, 11·3 Okle's, 9/30

4.

---.---

-~-~---.~--~~-~----------·--~~

l'ORSALE

UNCLAIMED FREIGHT lllG truck wreck, have
Pioneer Sansui receivers, rc~;l lo reels, 8 trackst elc.
40% to SO% off. While ll1cy last. 255·1535.- 9/15
--··-SIMMONS STEEL LOUNGE: Single in Day: Con·
verts to double at night. Coil springs tufted mattress,
$25.00. Mobilaire portable fan 20"x20" $17.00.
Chrome dining room set, two captain chairs, four
regular chairs, $65.00. Por!nblc barbecue 18"xl8"
$12.00, Westinghouse electric waster $12.00, 2660201. 9/13

MOOSE-·Il.OVE YOU, don't ever leave mel
--~-

-~--~-

9/13

~~---·--·~----~-

A TT£lNTJON: UNM BOOKSTORE text return pol·
icy: I. Books must be m ortgmat conattJon: 1., Book
mtm be uccompanicd by cash receipt; 3. Student lD
must be presented with return. 9/17
0
--=--=---''
BE TI-lE ONE in one hundred gaining cnlightcnmcnl·
leclurcs un TM Progrum, Today 11:30 a.m. & 7:30
p.m.-SUB 250C. 9/13
-r·
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~---~-.
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----~----

lllCYCLISTS! SEPT. sale now in progress-all
models reduced for fast sales. Nice selection of men's
& women's 10-spccds, from $99.00. The Spinning
Wheel, 109 Yale lllvd. S.E., 242·7888, 9/13

--~--·-~-----·~-~L·-~

PRIDE MOTORS OFf•ERS speedy, reliable scr·
vice of all makes of imported autos. All work is
gunrantccd. Call us at 256-1763. 9/16
-·-~-----~----..-----

LOST&F'OUND

BICYCLE FRAME, GJTANE 25 inches Reynolds
531 throughout excellent condition. $130.00, Paul
Kelsey 813 #2 Rio Grande Blvd NW, 9/16
----'75 HONDA 750, MINT condition, bell helmet,
many extras, $1,700.00. Call Dave 982·0061. 9/16

---

FOUND: TURQUOISE BRACELET. Call 293·
8023aftcr9:00. 9/!4
---.---·- ..
-- ··- ---· ---FOUND: CAI.CU LA TOR. CALL Shannon 243·
0792 9/13
'~

~--~
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~·--~~~~~----------<;- --.~-~--~----·-------~-.

FOR SALE: GARRARD SL95 turntable, base, dust·
cover. New ADC cartridge, excellent condition.
$75.00, Caii24J.6934 after6:00. 9115

FOUND: PUPPY IN area behind Okic's. Call after
6:00247-3287. 9/16
LOST: GEOLOGY 223 a bible and a Philosophy
book. Reward-Call Deb 243·2642. 9/16

VIKING HUSGNAONA NEW model 6440 open arm
automotive take over payments of $9.85 a month.
255-7534.

3.

BICYCLISTS! DON'T Jose your bike this year to
thieves. Kryptonite Jocks now on sale. Regular $19.00
now $15,95. The Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale Blvd SE,
242-7888, 9/13

---~----·--

SERVICES

NEED HFLP WITH papers~ Typing, editing, re·
vision, research, consultation: 281·3001. 9/14
-~-- ~~--- ----~-

=-

-----o--~-~·--~--~ ---~-~-.~

ELECTRONIC AUTO TUNE· UPS + minor repairs.
Experienced mechanic, reasonable. Gary, 345·0245.
9116
<- --
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PASSPORT, IDENTrfKATJON PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265·
2444oreomcto J717Girardlllvd. NE. tfn
~-----,~-~

-~~--
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1969 J3MW2002 FAIR condition. New tires, .shocks
& paint, 877.6580. 9/15

-·-----=------

-·---~-~~---·--~---------

SINGER SEWIN(i MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to butlonhole,zig-zag. Pay$19.00
& take machine. 255-7535. 9/IS
LOOK-$99.00 COLOR TV left for repair bill. llig
screen, assume payments of $10 or $99 cash. No
interest. 255-7534. 9115

-~-----~--~--

BELLY DANCING Cl.ASSFS, $~weekly at lhe Blue
Harecm 255·1967. 9115
- * • - - -cl.SAT-MC'AT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call l'rofessionul Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn

----·- --··

-----------~-

HONDA Cl.l75 IN storage 2 yrs ..Excellent condi·
lion. Mileage 2200. Wk-277-4948, After 6 p.rn.
869-65Zl. 9/15
~·~~~-

--

~

-~~--

SOUTHERN COLORADO RIVERFRONT, lots or
acreage. Utilities, fi~hing, near ski area~, choice
- wilderness, Priced right, terms or cash, 255·1729.
9/13
SCUUA EQUIPMENT GOOD condition. Call
~ickey 766:7_~~,_1\Jt_cr f':-'':__26_1!:~~4. 9/ I~---·
CAMPER SHELL FITS 1976 Ford SWB still under
guarantee 247·9889.
9/14
.,_

_______

The UNM Mountain Club will meet Tues., Sept. 14
at 7:30p.m. in the 3rd floor reading room of Ortega
Hall, Slide show and future trips will be discussed. In·
tcrmedimeclimbingschool is Sun., Sept, 19.

l'l.ANTS A'PLENTY discount prices 2" pots 99¢.
1623 NWacross ANB Bank. 9/17

The library requirements of information on charge
cards have been simplified to include brief author and
title, exact call numbers nnd the latest address if you
have recently moved,

Women's Rugb,Y. Team practice 'I'ues, and
Thurs. at 5:30 p,m; at Johnson Gym field, New
people welcome.

GSA needs one representative imercstcd in the
welfare of KUNM to the Student Radio Board for
1976-.77. Apply at Rm. 248, SUB. Other committee
positions are still available.
Voter registration for the November election
will be held at Mitchell Hall or the SUB every day
from 9 a.m.to 3 p.m. Registration is non·parli>an.
For more information call277·5528.

The ASUNM Speakl•rs Committee welcomes all
ideas for its 1976·77 Speakers Series. Mail your
ideas to the ASUNM Spl•ukrrs Committee, SUB,
Suite 242, or call2776435,
Applications arc being accepted for openings on
the Women Studies Committee. Applications are
uvailable at Rm. 233 in Marron Hall. They can also
be obtained from Women Studi•··• tearht•rs and
members of the Women Studies Center.

~~~

---~----·
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The Graduate Srudent Association is tom·
porarily lm•ated in Rm. 248, Hl1li. Phone 277-3803,
Office hours art• Monday Thursday, 10 4,

Orthodox Uahai Faith now holding firesides
Mondays at 8 p.m. at 408 D Maple NE.

EMPLOYMENT

CHAPARRAL HOMES, REALTORS starts n real
estate training class soon. Learn the exciling field of
real estate. For details and slarting date, call Perry
Bryant at 296.0711. 9/15
--·-----UNITI:O PARCEL SERVICE i1 accepting appli·
cations for part-time jobs. For an appointment call
344-6232 on Wednesdays between 8 a.m.-12 noon.
9115
~-----

UNM Rull'bY practice will be held on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 5:00p.m. on Johnson Field. All
Ruggers please uttPnd.
Anyone interested in helping with the rc•con·
struetion and operation of the ASA gallery, please
call Claire a\ 898·8681.

ASUNM Steering Comminee will meet Mon·
day, Sept. 13, in Rm. 250A in the SUB.

6.

Government of Japan offers scholarships to
students wishing to study in Japanese Univer·
silics. Must be willing to study Japanese.
Dendline is Sept. 20. Contact J,ynzee Browning at
277·4467.

The Peace Corp.\ office is at Rm. 229, Ortega Hall.
Its hours are Tues., Thurs., nnd Fri. from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m.

~-··-~~~·~- -~~-~~~--~
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20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $(,0, 441 Wyoming NE,
255·5987. 10/18

-----

ENCYCLOPEDIA URJTANNICA ... ONE set
available at $500.00. 15th Edition, published 1974.
l.ist Price $699.00. Call Dave at877-3955. 9/9

AGOI!A·UNM STUDENT Crisis Ccnl'!r 277-3013
or _c':'l_~c ~the ('l~~<-:orr':r Mesa~~~~..'!_ ____ _
GONDOLA l.OUNOE-OFFillUNO New Mexican
rood, piau and spaghetti with your favorite cocktail.
Quiet atmosphere-the other side of Perino's, 4310
('cntrnl S,[i. 9/30

·-

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, LP Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(acro;s from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

Tl!ll MIME EXPERIMENT performing arts col·
lectivc offers full workshop beginning September
J l in mime acting, creative dramatics, folk dance,
belly dance, juggling, beginning guitar. Call 842·
1080, 9/17

---

LOSE WEIGHT, 6-week program combining group
counseling, behavior modification and menial re·
fonmalion of body image:!hone 883-3687, 9/ I 3

Lee! urcs on enlightenmcnt-TM Program
Mon., Sept. 13 at 11:30 a.m. and 7:30p.m. in the
SUB, Rm. 250C.

--~--~--- ·---~--- ·=~--~--- ---~--~---..---~,·----- -~-

PERSONALS

BIBLE STUDIES: DOCTRINAL studies for those
gmsy enough to endure soun(! doctrine. Pentecostal
students. 268·6781 day, 293-9365 nit e. 9/IS

~-----~--<~

1;6oT ii[,ri.fix
1.

MISCELLANEOUS

Attention graduating scnior.1! lntcre.ted in fin·
ding a job? Register now with Career Services at
Mesa Vista, 2nd floor, Rm. 2131 Mon., Sept. 13,
Wcd.,Sept. 15, and TI111r.s.,Sept.l6.

-•=-------~---~--

~-·-~

Sigma Phi }:psilon iN sponsoring a blood drive at
tht• Si1rma Phi Epsilon Fratermty Ilous!• on Sept.
20, from 9 n.m.·5 p.m.

MORE STARS
THAN EVERI

··-

PART TIME JOn. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
day work. Also have positions for Friday & Saturday
night.•. Apply in person only. No phone calls please,
Save Way Liquor Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE. 9/13
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED FOR new YWCA classes.
Part-lime. Carpentry, folk dance, guitar, piano,
pottery, nrts & crafts and others. Call 247·8841.

9/17
-~

·=-~----,.=

WORK STUDY SECRETARY leave nmne/phonc
number at NCHO 1815 Roma Nll. 9/17
-

-~

~-==~

~---

----

INTERESTJN(i PART-TIME JOB one or two
students in !like Shop & Arcade. Hours available:
M·F7·11 p.m., Saturday 3·11 p.m., Sunday 2-JOp.m.
Some opporlunity for study while working. Apply
at 939 San Mateo NE, between 10 a.m. & 3 p.m.
9/17

Attention Student
Organizations!
fhe Deadline For Rechartering Is September
17, 1976. For Further
Information Call T~e
Student Activities
Center
2n-4706

September 13- 17

1968 VW VAN. Very clean, rebuilt engine, Jots of
power. $1,050.00. David 268·8094. Eve. 243·5770.
9115

SUB Ballroom Lobby
Sponsored by Student Activities

«(I:.~~ROOVE~~~~
TUBE

FOXWINROCK
298-5445

201

WIN ROCK
CENTER

Tonite At
8:00 & 9:30

N.V.Times: "The revenge of the Mcluhan generation.
Go and see Groove Tube."
'
Life Magazine: "Reduces audiences to aching laughter,
Lewd ,Imaginative. Preposterously Lyrical.

FREE

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me'Cico
D'aily Lobo
time(s) b~ginning
• undP.r the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Servi.ces: 4. For Rent; f>
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
154 per word, $1.00 1J1inimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall. Room 132

Mail To
EnclosP.d $ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _~Telephone

UNM Box 20. University of New Mexico.
Albuquerque~ New Mexico 87131

1

